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Carla G. Pettus 
Senior Attorney 
Florida Power & Light Company 
700 Universe Boulevard 
Juno Beach, FL 33408-0420 
(561) 304-7207 
(561) 691-7135 (Facsimile) 

May 22,2009 

-VIA HAND DELIVERY - 
Ms. Ann Cole 
Commission Clerk 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Re: Docket No. 090150-EQ 
Petition for approval of a modification to existing negotiated renewable 
energy contract with Solid Waste Authority of Palm Beach County, by 
Florida Power & Light Company. 

Dear Ms. Cole: 

I am enclosing for filing in the above docket the original and five (5) copies of Florida 
Power & Light Company's responses to Staffs First Data Request, Questions 1-17. Also 
included is a revised Section 1.3 of the Restated and Amended Agreement for the Purchase of 
Firm Capacity and Energy between the Solid Waste Authority of Palm Beach County and 
Florida Power & Light Company reflecting the corrected citation to Rule 25-17.0825(2), 
Florida Administrative Code. 

If there are any questions regarding this transmittal, please contact me at 561-691-7207. 

Sincergly, 

.. 
\ s . .  . 

: . ' ' ~  Admitted: MD & DC 
.Ai.; :.; i  
si...[&; Enclosures 

I.--. 

-.."_.I 
cc: Counsel for Parties of Record (w/encl.) 

an FPL Group company 

& Carla: G. Pettus 
Authorized House Counsel 
BarNo. 53011 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been furnished by hand 
delivery (*) or United States mail on May 22,2009 to the following: 

Richard A. Zambo 
7501 North Jog Road 
West Palm Beach, Florida 33412 

Carla G. Pettus 
Authorized Bar Counsel 
Bar No. 5301 1 
Admitted: MD & DC 
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1. Will Section 1.3 of the Restated and Amended Agreement for the Purchase of Firm Capacity 
and Energy between the Solid Waste Authority of Palm Beach County and Florida Power & 
Light Company (modified contract) be revised to include the citation of 25-17.0825(2), 
Florida Administrative Code instead of 25-17.825(2), Florida Administrative Code? If it will 
not be revised, please explain your answer. 

A: Yes, the revision will be made to correct the scrivener's error 

A) If the answer to the question above is yes, when will the revision be made? 

A: Coincident with the filing of FPL's responses to Staffs 1'' set of interrogatories in the 
SWA docket. 

2. Exhibit C to FPL's Petition for Approval of a Modification to an Existing Negotiated 
Renewable Energy Contract with The Solid Waste Authority (SWA) of Palm Beach County 
(Petition) provides a comparison of projected payments to SWA versus what the payments 
would be under FPL's current Standard Offer Contract. Please provide the same comparison 
using the payments that would be made under the 2009 standard offer contract, filed by FPL 
on April 1,2009 in Docket No. 090166-EQ. 

A: A comparison of projected payments to SWA versus what the payments would be under 
FPL's 2009 Standard Offer Contract (SOC) filed in Docket No. 090166-EQ is provided 
below. 

Cornpaism of projected SWA payments vs 2009 SOC 
( a c m 6 r n r  rompad*o" u m g  No.nrnb.rT. 2WI*u.I t r )wa.1 .u~rnptmn~l  
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3. Section 1.1 of the modified contract provides a definition of the term “After-Tax Basis.” As 
this term is not used or defined in the existing contract between FPL and SWA, please explain 
the purpose of including it in the modified contract. 

A The “After-Tax Basis” definition is utilized to describe taxes for which an indemnified 
party is entitled to reimbursement. The Afier-Tax Basis language is applicable to payments 
described in section 10.1 of the modified contract. 

4. Please refer to paragraph 7 of the Petition which states “After refurbishment, SWA will be paid 
a coal based capacity payment and the lower of as-available energy or coal based energy 
payments. Capacity payments are based on the cost of a 2012 Glades County coal unit.” 

Please explain why it is appropriate to base the capacity payment on the cost of a 2012 Glades 
County coal unit when the Commission denied the need for this unit in Docket No. 070098-EI. 

A: It is first important to make clear that the contract that FPL has entered into with SWA and 
that is the subject of this docket is a negotiated contract and not a Standard Offer Contract 
(SOC). 

The Florida Public Service Commission has historically favored and encouraged the 
contractual flexibility provided by negotiated contracts versus Standard Offer Contracts (SOC) 
in establishing the capacity and energy payment splits so long as the total contract payment 
falls below the utility’s avoided cost based on a Combined Cycle (CC) unit. For example, Rule 
25-17.240 expressly states that “[i]nvestor-owned utilities and renewable generating facilities 
are encouraged to negotiate contracts for the purchase of firm capacity and energy to avoid or 
defer construction of planned utility generating units and provide h e 1  diversity, fuel price 
stability and energy security.” 

Although FPL is required by statute to maintain available at all times a SOC for renewable 
generators, FPL has stated that in order to provide an incentive for renewable energy 
developers, the company is willing to bilaterally negotiate contracts with flexible terms that 
better meet the needs of the supplier provided that FPL‘s customers do as well or better as a 
result. 

In this contract FPL has agreed to make coal-based capacity payments at the request of SWA 
in order to facilitate SWA’s financing of the refurbishment. While this advantages SWA, 
FPL’s customers also benefit from a low coal-based energy cost and reduced energy cost 
volatility, as compared to natural gas. Thus, under the SWA contract, FPL’s customers will 
receive many of the economic benefits (including fuel cost diversification) associated with coal 
based energy without building a coal fired facility. 

FPL‘s existing contract with SWA uses a coal plant as the basis for the capacity payments. It is 
therefore appropriate that FPL use its Glades figures which constitute FPL’s most recent cost 
estimates for such a plant. 
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Finally, it is appropriate to base the capacity payment on the cost of the Glades unit because its 
use is part of the economics of a negotiated contract pursuant to which FPL’s customers will 
pay considerably less than FPL’s avoided cost based on a CC unit, and is thus beneficial to 
FPL’s customers. 

5. If rehbishment is not completed by 2012, will SWA still receive capacity payments? 
A: No, capacity payments are not earned until refurbishment is completed. 

6. Please refer to Commission Order No. PSC-O9-0109-PAA-EQ, issued February 24, 2009, 
which granted a certificate to SWA to operate as a qualifying facility (QF). The Order 
stated in part “The SWA facility uses MSW incineration as fuel for a 62 MW steam 
turbine generator. However, the existing facility is nearing its tonnage incineration limits, 
and therefore the facility is being expanded to generate an additional 100 MW. In 
addition, the S WA is contemplating a landfill-gas fueled component which would provide 
approximately 18 MW of capacity. The total generating capacity would then be 
approximately 180 MW. However, in an abundance of caution, the SWA is requesting 
certification for 185 MW.. .” Please explain why the definition of “Facility” in Section 
1.11 and “Refurbished Facility” in Section 1.25 of the modified contract references “a 
maximum production of 62.5 MW.” 

A: FPL’s contract with SWA addresses the existing contract and the refurbishment of the 
existing facility and does not address the expansion of the facility. 

7. Section 3 of the modified contract states “In the event of a termination pursuant to this 
Section 3.3,  the Authority shall reimburse FPL for all costs, including interest at the rate 
of 10.5% per annum, which FPL has reasonably incurred following the execution of this 
Amended Agreement in preparation to receive Energy and Capacity; provided, however, 
such costs shall not exceed $85,000.” Please explain whether FPL or its ratepayers would 
receive such reimbursed costs and interest payments. 

A: Customers would receive such cost reimbursements, including any applicable interest. 

8. Why does the modified contract require a committed capacity of 40 - 55 MW, when the 
original contract required a committed capacity of 47.5 MW? 

A: To clarify, the original contract between FPL and SWA provided for an initial 
committed capacity level of at least 40 MW and no greater than 55 MW, which is the 
same range FPL and SWA has agreed to in the modified contract in order to 
accommodate SWA’s technical, engineering and economic uncertainties with respect to 
the refurbishment. 

9. Paragraph 12 of the Petition states “If refurbishment is not completed by June 1, 2014, 
FPL has the option to terminate the agreement.” Please reconcile this statement with 
SWA’s plan to have its MSW-fueled expansion in commercial operation by 2015 as 
stated in its Petition in Docket No. 080682-EQ. 
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A: As stated in FPL’s response to Question 6 ,  FPL’s contract with SWA addresses only 
the existing refurbished facility, and does not address S WA’s future expansion facility. 
Accordingly, there is no conflict between the two statements referenced in this request as 
each refers to a separate facility. 

A) Has SWA revised its planned commercial operation date? 

A: FPL has no knowledge of SWA revising its planned commercial operation date. 

10. Paragraph 9 of the Petition and Section 15 of the modified contract would provide FPL a 
right of first refusal option to purchase Green Attributes associated with the renewable 
energy produced by SWA. Does FPL’s right of first refusal option limit SWA’s ability to 
sell its Green Attributes to the highest bidder? 

A: No, 

11. Please refer to Section 15 of the modified contract. Please explain how restrictions 
regarding the selling/trading of Green Attributes will contribute to the deferral or 
avoidance of additional capacity-related construction or other capacity-related costs by 
FPL, and other requirements of Rule 25-17.240, Florida Administrative Code. 

A: Section 15 is a portion of a negotiated contract that should be considered as a whole. It 
is the overall economics and negotiated operating characteristics which are the correct 
starting point for comparison with avoided capacity-related construction or other 
capacity-related costs. While the right of first refusal language contained in Section 15 
clearly benefits and protects FPL’s customers, in and of itself this specific contract 
provision does not nor is it intended to provide capacity value. 

Taken as a whole, the modified contract meets the objectives and requirements of Rule 
25-17.240. While Section 15, taken in isolation, does not defer capacity costs the same 
can be said of many other contract clauses when reviewed in isolation. Rather, the 
contract, in its entirety, meets the objectives. See also the response to Interrogatory 12, 
below. 

FPL also notes that Rule 25-17.280 expressly permits inclusion of contractual conditions 
with respect to “tradable renewable energy credits and tax credits” so long as such 
provisions are “agreed to by the renewable generating facility”, as is the case in the 
present contract.” See Rule 25-17.280 F.A.C. 

12. Please explain why it would be prudent for the Commission to approve the modified 
contract that places conditions on sellindtrading of Green Attributes when no such 
market exists in Florida at this time. 

A: Rule 25-17.240 states that contracts are prudent for cost recovery purposes if the 
contract can reasonably be expected to contribute to the deferral or avoidance of 
additional capacity construction or other capacity related costs and provide fuel diversity, 
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fuel price stability, and energy security at a cost not exceeding full avoided costs. This 
contract provides energy and firm capacity at a cost to the customers less than under 
FPL’s 2008 or 2009 Standard Offer Contracts, meeting 
the first and last elements of the rule. As a renewable facility, it uses municipal solid 
waste as a fuel, providing fuel diversity. The contract provides fuel price stability and 
fuel price diversity compared to increased reliance on natural gas through energy pricing 
based upon coal. The contract enhances energy security as it is a wholly in-state fuel 
source. Thus the contract as a whole meets all of the prudence standards of the Rule. The 
Green Attributes section of the contract, freely negotiated and agreed to by the parties, 
provides a free option to purchase the attributes for the benefit of FPL’s customers, but 
does not provide any obligation to do so. Since this section of the contract was freely 
negotiated and agreed to by the parties, incurs no obligation on behalf of the customers 
and may provide a benefit in the future, and since the contract, taken as a whole, meets 
the requirements of the Rule, the Commission should approve the contract for cost 
recovery. 

13. Are Green Attributes included in the capacity and energy price of the modified 
agreement? 

A: No they are not. 

14. Please explain whether FPL intends to seek Commission approval for any recalculation of 
charges and revisions to payment schedules if S WA commences commercial operation 
after April 1,2012, as described in Appendix B. 

A: FPL anticipates based upon information provided by SWA that the SWA facility will 
be in commercial operation by April 1, 2012; however, to the extent this does not occur, 
Appendix B, footnote 5 provides for the recalculation of the payment schedules. Section 
25-17.0836(3) F.A.C., in pertinent parts, provides that “Commission approval is not 
required for modifications explicitly contemplated by the terms of the contract or routine 
administrative changes.. . .” 

15. Please refer to pages 3 and 4 of the Petition, and to the definition of Unit Energy Costs - 
Section 1.29 of the modified contract, and page 7 of Exhibit B. According to FPL’s 
December A-4 Schedules, the heat rate for St. John’s River Power Plant (SJRPP) for 
2008 was 9.9 MMBtu per MWH. Why is the modified contract based on a heat rate of 
10.5 MMBtu per MWH? 

A: The 10.5 MMBTU per MWH heat rate was negotiated and agreed to by both parties. 
This same heat rate is also being used in the existing contract to calculate SWA’s 
monthly energy payment. Irrespective of the heat rate the cost of this contract is 
anticipated to be at or below avoided cost as required by the rule. 
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A) How does the use of pet coke at the SJRPP affect the calculation of unit energy 
costs? 

A: Pet coke is not being used at SJRPP so it is not part of the calculation. 

B) For purposes of this contract, is pet coke included with coal in FERC Account 
15 1 ? Please explain your response. 

A: Pet Coke was accounted for in FERC account 151, Fuel Stock. FPL currently 
has no Pet Coke balances. 

C) Will pet coke continue to he used at SJRPP? Please explain your response. 

A: There are no current plans to resume burning Petroleum Coke at SJRPP. 
Petroleum Coke has not been used to fuel SJRPP since mid 2007 when the economics 
of burning the fuel became marginal. Subsequently, petroleum coke was not 
purchased because of operational concerns associated with startup of the new 
SCRs. An SCR was installed on SJRPP Unit #2 during a planned maintenance outage 
in 2008 and on SJRPP Unit #1 during a planned maintenance outage earlier this year. 

Currently, SJRPP has no open solid fuel requirements until 201 1 
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16. Please refer to column 2 of Exhibit C. How were the projected coal energy payments 
developed? 

A: See notes provided in the Table below. 

A) Please provide the projected coal prices that support the projected coal energy 
payments and reference the source. 

Exhibit C 
COAL Energy Pricing 
)IMMBTU ClKWH 

2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 
2029 
2030 
2031 
2032 

2.48 
2.46 
2.50 
2.54 
2.58 
2.61 
2.65 
2.69 
2.73 
2.77 
2.81 
2.86 
2.91 
2.96 
3.01 
3.06 
3.11 
3.17 
3.22 
3.27 
3.32 

2.60 
2.58 
2.63 
2.67 
2.71 
2.74 
2.78 
2.82 
2.87 
2.91 
2.95 
3.00 
3.06 
3.11 
3.16 
3.21 
3.27 
3.33 
3.38 
3.43 
3.49 

1) $/MMBTU are projections of St. Johns River Power 
Park(SJRPP) coal prices taken from FPL's November 6,2008 
long range fuel forecast. 

2) ClKWH projections were calculated by taking the product of the 
$lMMBTU 's times the contractual heat rate of 10.5 
MMBTUIMWHr. 
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17. Please refer to column 4 of Exhibit C. How were the projected 2014 CC SOC Energy 
payments developed? 

A: See notes provided in the Table below. 

A) Please provide the projected gas prices that support the payments in column 4 and the 
source of the projected prices. 

2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
201 7 
2018 
2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 
2029 
2030 
2031 
2032 

Exhibit C 
Gas Energy pricing 
SlMMBTU ClKWH 

6.69 
6.58 
7.29 

9.71 7.74 
10.22 8.08 
10.84 8.48 
11.67 9.03 
12.70 9.71 
13.38 10.16 
13.64 10.33 
13.91 10.50 
14.18 10.68 
14.46 10.87 
14.75 11.06 
15.04 11.25 
15.33 11.44 
15.64 11 6 4  
15.94 11.84 
16.26 12.05 
16.58 12.26 
16.91 12.48 

1) $/MMBTU are projections of natural gas prices 
taken from FPL's November 6, ,2008 long range fuel 
forecast 

2) ClKWH projections in years 2012 and 2013 are based on 
FPL's As-Available energy cost projections 

3) ClKWH projection in year 2014 is a weighted average 
of 5 months of As-Available and 7 months of the natural gas 
projection from FPL's November 6th long range fuel forecast 

Note that the As-Available projection in year 2014 is 7.13ClKWH 
and the projected natural gas price is 9.19$/MMBTU 

4) ClKWH projections in year 201 5-2032 were calculated by 
taking the product of the $/MMBTU times the Combined Cycle 
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Heat Rate of 6.582 MMBTUlMWHr 

Note that starting in year 2014 the C/KWH calculation includes a $2.05/MMBTU 
adder to reflect a gas transportation cost 



1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

As-Available Avoided Energy Costs - costs computed pursuant to FPSC Rule 25- 

17.0825(2) set forth in FPSC Order No. 12443, issued September 2, 1983, as it may 

subsequently be amended from time to time or any successor or substitute calculation, 

formula or methodology relating thereto approved by the Florida Public Service 

Commission. FPL's SoutheastemEastern operating area shall be the designated avoided 

cost pricing area for purposes of this Amended Agreement. 

Base Capacity Credit - the amounts thereof set forth in Appendix B. 

Capacity - electric power in megawatts ("MW') generated by the Facility and delivered 

to FPL's system. 

Capacity Factor - the Annual Capacity Factor unless the On-Peak Annual Capacity 

Factor is five percentage points or more lower than the Annual Capacity Factor, in which 

case the Capacity Factor shall be the mean average of the On-Peak Annual Capacity 

Factor and the Annual Capacity Factor. 

Commercial Operation Date - the first day of the Monthly Billing Period immediately 

following successful completion and operation of the Refurbished Facility as determined 

by the Authority. 

Committed Capacity - the maximum Capacity in any one hour which the Authority 

contractually commits to sell to FPL pursuant to the terms of this Amended Agreement, 

all as specified from time to time pursuant to Section 4.3. 

Energy - electrical energy in megawatt-hours ("MWH") generated by the Facility and 

delivered to FPL's system at a 138,000 voltage level. 

Event of Default - any of those occurrences specified in Section 12. 
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